Update now. Secure advantages.
woodCAD|CAM becomes HOMAG iX
Consistent software for 3D design and production for furniture and interior design - whether for single items or large quantities: HOMAG
iX 2019 offers you maximum convenience in individual 3D design and a perfect link to your machine. Speed up and simplify your daily
work with short work steps and intelligent design aids. HOMAG iX 2019 generates automatically CNC programs from your design or planning, even for complex production sequences.
You are supported by the iX Support Center: In addition to comprehensive training documentation, the online portal offers you an Online
Academy and current software updates are available. Access is granted with a personal user account, in which you also manage your
licenses.

HOMAG iX 2019 will be available from April the 1st, 2020.
Secure yourself attractive special conditions until 30.09.2020!
For more information, please contact your local HOMAG contact person.

www.homag.com
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New: Cutout Articles

Improved drawing output

iX Support Center

A standard carcase or component within

The automatic drawing output offers the

Users will find extensive information here

seconds can follow the outline of a wall

user more comfort: The user no longer

about HOMAG iX, can download updates

or a roof contour and other structural

receives many individual files during output

and participate in the Online Academy.

elements. This allows you to plan cut-outs,

from the document manager, but instead

A media library is available as well as

bevels, recesses and installations safely

the drawings can be exported as PDF. The

numerous training and exercise materials,

and quickly. If later at the construction site

result is a clearly arranged presentation of

which support you to start and to work

a dimension is different, the parametric

the articles including pictures and dimen-

with HOMAG iX.

approach allows to directly make the

sioning.

New: Softlock

Automated optimization of the work-

Process time determination

The usage of the software is not longer

flow selection

Besides the individual definition of the

done with an inserted dongle, but by

Components can be assigned to all suita-

processing time per process step, it is

assigned licenses instead. The licenses

ble workflows – also the creation of several

possible to calculate and provide the

are managed by the iX Administrator of a

alternative data sets is possible.

process times.

company centrally in the license portal of
the iX Support Center.
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